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21 ’ INTRODUCTION

22 The waters of solvation surrounding biomolecules control
23 many important biological processes. For example, they play a
24 crucial role in the folding and function of proteins and
25 enzymes, whereas the structure and conformation of DNA
26 depends on the hydration water.1,2 Therefore, the understand-
27 ing of water at these interfaces is of great importance in
28 chemistry and biology.3�7

29 Water molecules in aqueous solutions of proteins can be
30 grouped into three broad categories: (1) the internal waters that
31 occupy specific sites in the protein and can be identified crystal-
32 lographically, (2) the hydration water immediately surrounding
33 the protein, and (3) bulklike water. Hydration water has direct
34 contact with the protein surface and plays an essential role in
35 protein folding interaction of water with the hydrophobic groups,
36 causing them to collapse and become isolated in the protein core.
37 Thus the protein core contains more than 80% of the hydro-
38 phobic side chains.8 The water molecules that solvate the
39 external surface of a protein are also functionally significant; it
40 is known that to fully activate the dynamics and functionality of a
41 protein, 0.40 g of water per gram of protein is required.9 Because
42 of this importance the hydration layers surrounding peptides,10-

43
�12

proteins,
7,13,14 and carbohydrates15 have been the subject of a

44 large number of studies in recent years. It is established that the
45 dynamics of hydration water are distinct from those of bulk
46 water;16 however, the nature and extent of these differences are
47 still a matter of debate.7Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations17

48 and NMR studies18 showed that the H-bonds between protein
49 and water are preferentially formed where water hydrogen atoms
50 act as donors, with the number of H-bonds depending strongly
51 on the polar character of the protein surface. MD simulations
52 have shown that the rearrangement of the protein hydration

53network occurs at subpicosecond to picosecond time scales.4

54This view was consistent with NMR data that found a highly
55mobile protein solvation layer, retarded by no more than a
56factor of 2 compared to that of the bulk.13 Single frequency
57terahertz transmission spectroscopy has also been applied to
58the study of hydration water of peptides12 and proteins.19,20

59This approach suggested that a dynamical solvation layer could
60extend considerably beyond the monolayer suggested by static
61experiments. It was suggested that this method was also more
62sensitive to the effect of folded state of the protein on solvation
63structure.
64In this work we employ the optically heterodyne detected
65optical Kerr effect (OHD-OKE) method to probe dynamics in
66the aqueous solvation shell of proteins over a wide concentration
67range. OHD-OKE has been proven as a sensitive probe of the
68dynamics of molecular liquids21,22 and complex fluids,23,24 and
69has recently been applied to study dynamics of aqueous
70solutions,25�28 including peptides and proteins.11,29,30 The
71OHD-OKE has two advantages for the study of aqueous solva-
72tion dynamics. First, it measures solution dynamics in real time,
73in contrast to dielectric relaxation, scattering methods and NMR
74methods, in which the picosecond dynamics must be indirectly
75inferred. Second, the OHD-OKE reveals the terahertz Raman
76spectral density, which, for aqueous solutions in particular,
77reflects changes in the H-bonded structure of water brought
78about by the solute.28,31
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6 ABSTRACT: The behavior of water molecules surrounding a
7 protein can have an important bearing on its structure and
8 function. Consequently, a great deal of attention has been
9 focused on changes in the relaxation dynamics of water when
10 it is bound at the protein surface. Here we use the ultrafast
11 optical Kerr effect to study the H-bond structure and dynamics
12 of aqueous solutions of proteins. Measurements are made for
13 three proteins as a function of concentration. We find that the
14 water dynamics in the first solvation layer of the proteins are
15 slowed by up to a factor of 8 in comparison to those in bulk
16 water. Themost marked slowdown was observed for the most hydrophilic protein studied, bovine serum albumin, whereas the most
17 hydrophobic protein, trypsin, had a slightly smaller effect. The terahertz Raman spectra of these protein solutions resemble those of
18 pure water up to a concentration of 5 wt %, above which a new feature appears at∼80 cm�1, which is assigned to a bending of the
19 protein amide chain.
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79 ’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

80 OHD-OKE is a time-resolved nonresonant nonlinear optical
81 method in which relaxation of the transient polarizability anisot-
82 ropy induced by an ultrafast linearly polarized pump pulse is
83 measured. The laser source used here was a home-built titanium
84 sapphire laser with 250mWoutput power and a repetition rate of
85 68 MHz. The pulses were of 42 fs duration, centered at a
86 wavelength 815 nm. A conventional OHD-OKE geometry was
87 employed.32 The detected signal, S(t), is a convolution of
88 solution polarizability response function, R(t) with the instru-
89 ment response function, G(2)(t), which is the second-order
90 autocorrelation of the laser pulses, S(t) = R(t) X G(2)(t). Both
91 single molecule and interaction-induced processes and their
92 cross terms contribute to the observed signal. Further details of
93 OHD-OKE spectroscopy can be found elsewhere.32,33

94 The signal S(t) can generally be separated into fast
95 (subpicosecond) and slow (picosecond to nanosecond) contri-
96 butions. The former typically manifests oscillatory behavior and
97 contains information about nondiffusive and interaction-induced
98 dynamics, and the latter exhibits monotonic, often non-single-
99 exponential relaxation and contains information on diffusive
100 orientational relaxation and H-bond network reorganization.34

101 The dynamics acquired through OHD-OKE can be analyzed
102 in both time and frequency domain. The frequency domain
103 representation is readily calculated from the Fourier transform
104 deconvolution relationship:32

FT½SðtÞ�
FT½Gð2ÞðtÞ� ¼ DðωÞ

105 The imaginary (Im) part of D(ω) contains only information
106 about the nuclear part of the polarizability anisotropy response.32

107 The result is the Raman spectral density (RSD), Im D(ω). To
108 highlight the fast (higher frequency) dynamics, the picosecond
109 response can first be subtracted from S(t) to yield the reduced
110 RSD Im D0(ω). In Figure 1F1 an example of the two RSDs
111 are shown.
112 Samples. Lysozyme from chicken egg white (molecular
113 weight 14.3 kDa), trypsin from bovine pancreas (molecular
114 weight 23.8 kDa), and albumin from bovine serum (BSA,
115 molecular weight. 66 kDa) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
116 All samples were used as received. Aqueous solutions were
117 prepared with concentrations between 0 wt % up to the max-
118 imum possible concentrations of 15, 25, and 30 wt % for trypsin,
119 BSA, and lysozyme, respectively. To remove any undissolved

120matter, all samples were filtered through a 0.22 μm Millipore
121filter.
122Viscosity. Viscosity measurements were carried out using an
123Ostwald type viscometer, with the viscometer constant 0.010 9.
124Each measurement was repeated three times, in the temperature
125range 19 ( 1 �C, and an average was taken.

126’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

127Picosecond Relaxation Time. The dynamics of pure water
128have been the subject of extensive studies in recent years by

Figure 1. Complete ImD(ω) (blue) and reduced ImD0(ω) (red)
Raman spectral densities for a 25 wt % solution of BSA.

Figure 2. OKE�OHD signals for three proteins as a function of wt %
(a) lysozyme, (b) BSA, and (c) trypsin. Water is plotted in black for
reference.
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129 means of several different spectroscopic techniques.31,35�39 The
130 water time domain data recovered from the OHD-OKE are
131 shown in black in Figure 2F2 . The peak at t = 0 arises from the
132 instantaneous electronic response and does not contain any
133 information about the molecular structural dynamics; it is
134 removed in the FT analysis described above. In the subpicose-
135 cond (or terahertz) spectral region the water spectrum is
136 characterized by three modes, all of which arise mainly from
137 interaction induced relaxation rather than molecular reorienta-
138 tion. This is a consequence of the near isotropic polarizability of
139 water.40 A shoulder at 200 fs corresponds to a∼50 cm�1 band in
140 the terahertz spectrum and is typically (though not unambigu-
141 ously—see below) associated with an intermolecular H-bond
142 bending mode.37,41,42 An oscillatory feature near 50 fs is the
143 origin of a mode at∼175 cm�1, which is assigned, on the basis of
144 MD calculations, to an intermolecular H-bond stretching
145 vibration.42,43 On an even faster time scale a third broad band,
146 observed in a spectral region above ∼400 cm�1, originates from
147 librational dynamics and was not fully resolved with our present
148 time resolution.44

149 The water relaxation dynamics beyond 1 ps are characterized
150 by a non-single-exponential relaxation function and result from
151 translational and rotational�translational dynamics of water
152 molecules within the H-bonded network.44 The mean relaxation
153 time is about 800 fs, which is on the same order of magnitude as
154 the observed rotational reorientation time for bulk water, but
155 somewhat faster than it. Laage andHynes45 recently described an
156 extended molecular jump mechanism for water reorientation in
157 which rotational and translational motions are strongly coupled.
158 In this model, the reorienting water OH group forms an H-bond
159 with another water molecule. When a new water molecule
160 arrives, this H-bond elongates and at the transition state forms
161 a symmetric bifurcated H-bond with two water molecules. The
162 initial H-bond breaks, and a new H-bond with a second water
163 molecule is stabilized. It is plausible that the translational and
164 H-bond dynamics accompanying this orientational jump are
165 reflected in the picosecond polarizability relaxation. A more
166 definite assignment may be possible with improved MD simula-
167 tions of the water polarizability relaxation.
168 The OKE responses of aqueous solutions of lysozyme, trypsin,
169 and BSA were studied over a wide range of concentrations, from
170 0 wt % to their solubility limit. The time domain data are shown
171 in Figure 2. It is evident that for all solutions studied the
172 picosecond relaxation dynamics become slower with increasing
173 concentration, and the departure from single exponential relaxa-
174 tion becomes more marked compared to that of pure water.
175 The time domain data were fitted to the biexponential decay-
176 ing function:

½1� expð � t=trÞ�½a1 expð � t=τ1Þ þ a2 expð � t=τ2Þ�

177 where ai denotes amplitude and tr is a fast rise time. The exact
178 value of the rise time (typically a few tens of femtoseconds) does
179 not influence the results. During the measurement it was
180 observed that the signal for the solutions with a high concentra-
181 tion of protein did not return to the baseline after 20 ps. In cases
182 where protein concentration exceeded 7 wt %, a small offset
183 (0.000 05) was included to account for this to give a better quality
184 fit. The origin of this offset was not investigated further but may
185 reflect a slow relaxation associated with the protein solute,
186 because at these higher concentrations protein modes also
187 contribute to the RSD (see below).

188The lifetimes and weights obtained from the fit to above
189equation were used to calculate the averaged relaxation time from
190the relation:

τh i ¼ a1
a1 þ a2

τ1 þ a2
a1 þ a2

τ2

191The average relaxation times are plotted as a function of the
192molar ratio, nSW (moles of solute divided by moles of water) in
193Figure 3 F3.
194At the concentrations studied it is unlikely that the protein
195itself contributes anything other than the constant offset de-
196scribed above to the relaxation times observed. The rotational
197correlation time of lysozyme and BSA obtained through NMR
198are 18 and 105 ns, respectively.46 These values are on a much
199longer time scale than that probed in the present OHD-OKE
200experiments. Therefore, we assign the observed concentration
201dependence of the mean relaxation time to the effect of the
202protein solute on the dynamics in the water solvent. As measure-
203ments obtained by the OHD-OKE technique do not allow the
204separate measurement of hydration water and free water, we
205employ a model in which the average relaxation time Æτæ is
206represented by a sum of the free water relaxation time, τWF

207(obtained from the bulk water measurement) and an unknown
208hydration water relaxation time, τWH, weighted by their respec-
209tive mole fraction, Xi:

15

τh i ¼ XWFτWF þ XWHτWH

210For the protein solutions studied, even at the highest concentra-
211tion of 30 wt %, it was calculated (see below) that there are at
212least two hydration shells available for each protein. For such
213dilute samples the above equation can be rewritten as

τh i ¼ nSWnmðτWH � τWFÞ þ τWF

214where nSW is the molar ratio and nm is the number of water
215molecules in the first hydration shell. The slopes obtained by
216fitting the data (Figure 3) to a linear function yield nm(τWH �
217τWF). Knowing that the proteins studied have roughly spherical
218shapes (globular proteins), the volumes could be calculated using
219the radii 15.9, 18.7, and 27.1 Å for lysozyme, trypsin, and BSA,
220respectively.47 With this information, the number of water
221molecules in each hydration shell could be calculated.28 For
222the first hydration shell, the nm values obtained were 490, 668,
223and 1385 for lysozyme, trypsin, and BSA, respectively. These

Figure 3. Average relaxation time plotted against molar ratio. Solid lines
are linear fits to the data.
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224 values are in good agreement with published data: 436�644 for
225 lysozyme48�50 and 1422 for BSA.51 Using the calculated nm data
226 and the slope, nm(τWH � τWF), the hydration water relaxation
227 times were estimated.
228 First, under the assumption that only water dynamics in the
229 first hydration shell are affected by the protein molecules, we
230 estimated the hydration water relaxation times to be 5.5, 5, and
231 4.1 ps for BSA, lysozyme, and trypsin, respectively. As the
232 relaxation of pure water is ∼0.7 ps, the estimated relaxation
233 times correspond to factors of 8.0 (BSA), 7.3 (lysozyme), and 6.1
234 ((0.3) (trypsin) times slower than for bulk water. The retarda-
235 tion factor for the reorientational dynamics of water in the
236 protein hydration shells was studied previously.3,13,48 For exam-
237 ple, from magnetic relaxation dispersion13 studies the water
238 retardation factor was found to be 2; from depolarized light
239 scattering3 measurements it was suggested to vary between 6
240 and 7. Although OHD-OKE accesses translational dynamics,
241 the retardation factor of ∼7 is comparable with these results,
242 though clearly longer than the magnetic relaxation data. This
243 similarity may indicate that translational and reorientational
244 dynamics are correlated, perhaps because both are dominated
245 by the dynamics of water H-bonded network. This correlation is
246 supported by MD simulations of solvated lysozyme48 where it
247 was found that the rotational relaxation of water at the protein
248 surface presents the same retardation value as does translational
249 diffusion. This factor was calculated to be 3�7 times slower than
250 in the bulk, with the ratio depending on how the hydration shell
251 was defined prior to calculations.
252 Previously we found similar retardation factors in the OKE
253 relaxation for aqueous solutions of small solutes28 (e.g., urea and
254 tetamethylurea). This indicates that the slowing down of water
255 dynamics does not depend markedly on the size of the solute, as
256 already concluded from NMR.14,52 By studying aqueous solutions
257 of peptides through OHD-OKE, we previously found retardation
258 factors varying between 12 and 20.11 This rather large retardation
259 may indicate that peptides influence the water dynamics beyond
260 the first hydration shell, as only the first hydration shell was taken
261 into account to estimate these relaxation times. Alternatively, the
262 flexibility of the peptide molecule may have contributed to the
263 observed OKE relaxation time, an alternative that will be resolved
264 by study of different peptides. However, the linearity of the plots in
265 Figure 3 is consistent with a negligible protein concentration to the
266 present picosecond time scale relaxation.

267Next we try to connect the observed relaxation times with the
268surface hydrophobicity of the proteins. Protein hydrophobicity
269was extensively studied in the past using a number of approaches,
270including hydrophobic interaction chromatography,53,54 fluores-
271cence spectroscopy,55 and osmotic pressure measurements.56

272Lee and Richards57 estimated surface hydrophobicity of lyso-
273zyme from numerical calculations of the solvent accessible area.
274They found that lysozyme has an approximately 41% hydro-
275phobic surface. The surface of BSA, studied through both
276osmotic pressure measurements and hydrophobic interaction
277chromatography,56 was found to be significantly more hydro-
278philic than the one of lysozyme. Wettability and contact angle
279analysis58 of lysozyme and trypsin films indicated trypsin as the
280protein with the most hydrophobic surface. Therefore, the
281surface hydrophobicity of the proteins studied can be written
282in the order trypsin < lysozyme < BSA, with the BSA being the
283most hydrophilic.
284The effect of hydrophobic sites on the dynamics of solvating
285water molecules was studied by many groups.28,59�62 There is,
286however, incomplete agreement over whether hydrophobic or
287hydrophilic groups have the greater impact on water dynamics.
288Bakker et al.59 and Heyden et al.60 using mid infrared spectros-
289copy and terahertz spectroscopy, respectively, concluded that
290hydrophobic sites influence water dynamics to a greater extent
291than hydrophilic ones. Quite the opposite was found by means of
292MD calculations61 and quasi-elastic neutron scattering.62 Our
293previous OKE studies of peptides11 and small solutes28 found
294that hydrophilic groups caused a bigger retardation effect on the
295dynamics of the hydration shell observed inOKE. In this work we
296also find the largest retardation factor for the proteins with the
297most hydrophilic surface (BSA) and the smallest retardation
298factor for the most hydrophobic (trypsin). This is thus consistent
299with the hydrophilic interaction having the greatest retardation
300effect on the dynamics of the solvating water molecules.
301A further factor to be considered is the possibility that water
302dynamics in a second hydration shell are also affected by the
303protein. If a second shell is included, the calculated retardation
304factor will be smaller, yielding values of 4.1, 3.5, 3.1 ((0.2) for
305BSA, lysozyme, and trypsin, respectively. The smaller difference
306in the retardation factor between different proteins indicates that
307water relaxation dynamics in the second hydration shell are
308similar in all proteins studied, regardless of their hydrophobicity.
309Water molecules in the second hydration shell do not have a

Figure 4. (a) Dependence of average relaxation time on the solution viscosity. (b) Dependence of viscosity on the concentration.
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310 direct contact with the protein surface and are therefore not
311 strongly affected by the nature of the surface. From our experi-
312 ments, however, it is impossible to estimate the distance over
313 which the protein affects the water dynamics in its vicinity.
314 Finally, we consider the relationship between the macroscopic
315 solution viscosity and the observed picosecond relaxation dy-
316 namics. The viscosities of the protein solutions were measured as
317 a function of concentration and the average relaxation time, Æτæ, is

318plotted against viscosity (Figure 4 F4a). The viscosity of trypsin was
319found to be the largest among the proteins studied (Figure 4b);
320at 15 wt % its viscosity is approximately 9 (12) times higher than
321for BSA (lysozyme) solutions. However, this large viscosity is not
322reflected in the relaxation times measured in OHD-OKE, because
323trypsin in fact has the fastest average relaxation time (Figure 4a).
324From this data we can conclude that the macroscopic solution
325viscosity is not correlated with the observed relaxation times. The
326relaxation times we observe arise frommicroscopic intermolecular
327interactions whereas themacroscopic viscosity presumably reflects
328the slower dynamics in the concentrated protein solutions.
329Reduced Spectral Density Spectra. The RSDs of the three
330proteins at different concentrations are shown in Figure 5 F5. Prior
331to Fourier transformation all data were normalized to the
332intensity of the electronic response at t = 0 ps. Up to 5 wt %
333the RSDs closely resemble that for pure water, characterized by
334two bands at ∼45 and ∼175 cm�1. As mentioned earlier, these
335can be related to H-bond bending and stretching modes,
336respectively, although the role of hydrogen bond in the former
337is still a matter of debate. It has been proposed that this low
338frequency band originates from the bend of a central molecule
339within the cage formed by its neighbors. Nakayama63 using
340simple models of low energy excitations in water concluded that
341the low frequencymode is a strongly localizedmode, whereas the
342175 cm�1 mode can be associated with motion mesoscopically
343distributed over the H-bonded water network. Consequently, in
344this work the change in water H-bonding structure will be
345characterized by the evolution in the ∼175 cm�1 mode of the
346water spectrum.
347For the purpose of the analysis of spectral line shapes, the
348RSDs were fitted with a sum of two (<5 wt %) or three (>5 wt %)
349line shape functions. To fit the lysozyme spectra, two more
350functions were added at concentrations >10 wt %. The wave-
351numbers of these two extra components are 108 and 160 cm�1

352and are constant for the whole range of concentrations. Both
353modes were previously observed in the Raman spectra,64 of dry
354lysozyme crystals (at 114 and 167 cm�1) and were assigned to
355intramolecular modes. The spectra of BSA with three fitting
356functions and lysozyme with five fitting functions are shown in
357Figure 6 F6.
358The lowest frequency part of the RSD was fitted with the
359Bucaro�Litovitz (BL) function:65

IBL ¼ ABLω
α exp½ � ðω=ωBLÞ�

360whereωBL is a characteristic frequency and α a fitting parameter.
361The highest frequency part was fitted with an antisymmetrized
362Gaussian (ASG), which has the form:

IASG ¼ AASG exp �ω�ωASG

ΔωASG

� �2
� exp �ω þ ωASG

ΔωASG

� �2" #
:

363An intermediate frequency component was required for all
364samples with >5 wt % protein, with the form of a Gaussian
365(G) line shape:

IG ¼ AG exp �ω�ωG

ΔωG

� �2

366where in each case Ai denotes the amplitude, ωASG and ωG are
367the central frequencies, and ΔωASG and ΔωG are the full widths
368at half-maximum.

Figure 5. Evolution of RSD spectra of (a) lysozyme, (b) BSA, and (c)
trypsin with concentration. Pure water is plotted in black.
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369 The fitting parameters are shown in Figure 7F7 . The integrated
370 area relative weight was calculated using equations

Ii ¼ Ii
ITOT

371 where i is either BL, ASG, or G and ITOT is the total integrated
372 area of the RSD. There is only a slight shift of the BL mode
373 toward higher frequencies with increasing concentration. How-
374 ever, the fraction of the RSD assigned to BL increases significantly
375 with increasing concentration. The increase in the relative ampli-
376 tude at higher concentrations may be assigned to a contribution
377 originating from protein modes in this frequency region. Such
378 solute modes were previously observed in formamide66,67 and
379 N-methylacetamide68 (NMA), which are model compounds for
380 the protein amide backbone. However, some other solutes, for
381 example, sodium iodide, are known cause a shift of the water RSD
382 to lower frequency. The mixture of protein and water bending
383 mode renders assignment of this spectral component complex.
384 Both the wavenumber and the relative weight of the ASG
385 mode decrease with increasing concentration at >5wt% protein. In

386pure water this mode is associated with the collective water�water
387H-bond stretching motion, so this observation indicates a weak-
388ening or disruption of water�water hydrogen bonds by the
389protein. A weakening of the H-bond might be expected to lead
390to faster relaxation dynamics, which is not what is observed
391(Figure 2). Two factors may lead to this result. First, the collective
392mode disrupted by the solute is replaced by a stronger solute
393�solvent interaction. Second, Laage and Hynes69 showed that
394geometric restrictions may slow water orientational dynamics by
395restricting the approach of a partner water to allow the H-bond
396switch and associated extended orientational jump that dominates
397orientational relaxation in bulk water. Similar geometric argu-
398ments may apply to the interaction induced dynamics reported by
399OKE, giving rise to the slower OHD-OKE response even though
400the characteristic signature of H-bonding is disrupted. The simula-
401tions of Marchi et al.48 showed that translational and orientational
402dynamics were equally slowed at the protein interface, consistent
403with this argument.
404The intermediate (G) component, which appears at concen-
405trations above 5 wt % was previously observed in peptides and
406small solutes (urea, formamide) and assigned to out-of-plane

Figure 6. (a) RSD of BSA 25 wt % fitted with three functions: Bucaro�Litovitz (BL), antisymmetrized Gaussian (ASG), and Gaussian (G). The dotted
line is the experimental data and black line is a sum of three fitting functions. (b) RSD of lysozyme 30 wt % fitted with five functions.

Figure 7. Parameters obtained from the fit of the Bucaro�Litovitz (open symbols), antisymmetrized Gaussian (filled symbols), andGaussian line shape
functions (half filled) to the protein RSD of BSA (blue), trypsin (red), and lysozyme (green), as a function of concentration.
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407 bending of the H-bonded solute.11,28,66 An∼80 cm�1 mode was
408 also found in the aqueous protein solutions studied through
409 various techniques, which was assigned to protein backbone
410 motion.70�72 Low frequency Raman spectra of lysozyme crystals
411 (water content 9 wt %)64 also exhibit a mode at 83 cm�1. On this
412 basis, and on the basis of our previous studies,11 we assign this
413 mode to a bending of H-bonded amino acids in the protein. Even
414 though the three proteins studied differ in their size and
415 structure, the frequency and relative weight of the G mode is
416 comparable. The numbers of amino acids at the same concentra-
417 tion are similar, for example at 10 wt % there are (6.3�6.7) �
418 1023 amino acids per liter of protein solution for BSA, lysozyme,
419 and trypsin. Therefore, the appearance of this mode depends
420 only on the amount of amino acid residues in the solution and
421 not on the protein conformation.

422 ’CONCLUSIONS

423 Direct time domain OHD-OKE measurements on aqueous
424 protein solutions were performed as a function of concentration.
425 At low protein concentrations (below 5 wt %) the H-bonded
426 structure of water is mainly preserved. Further addition of
427 protein leads to the gradual disruption of water structure, as
428 judged by the decrease in amplitude and frequency of the
429 collective water�water stretching mode at 175 cm�1. The
430 picosecond relaxation times observed were associated with
431 relaxation of H-bond network. This relaxation time was observed
432 to increase with increasing protein concentration. A simple two-
433 state analysis allowed us to estimate the effect of protein on water
434 dynamics in hydration shell. In all cases water molecules in the
435 solvation shell of the protein exhibited slower dynamics relative
436 to bulk water. The slowest dynamics were observed for BSA,
437 which has the most hydrophilic surface. A somewhat smaller
438 effect was observed for the most hydrophobic protein, trypsin.
439 These data imply that all water molecules solvating the protein
440 surface exhibit slower relaxation than in bulk, and that hydro-
441 philic sites influence water dynamics in their vicinity to a greater
442 extent than hydrophobic ones. The mode observed at∼80 cm�1

443 in more concentrated protein solutions was assigned to the out-
444 of-plane bending mode of protein units.
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